DESIGNING.
MANUFACTURING.
INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
PRODUCT SOLUTIONS
TODAY. EVERYDAY.

WC BRANHAM®
SOLUTIONS IN MOTION
When you need pneumatic actuators look no further as WCB has designed and manufactured a wide range of popular rodless cylinders. Our cylinders include: Band, Cable and Magnetically Coupled that can be integrated into endless industrial automation applications. DURATRK®, pneU-SA®, and MAGTEC® are some of our leading brands.

From as little as 600 to over 180,000 inch pounds of braking torque, WCB has a vast range of caliper disc brakes for industrial and off-highway vehicular applications including wind turbines for the renewable energy market. Service types offered: Pneumatic, Hydraulic, Mechanical, Pneumatic Spring Applied and Hydraulic Spring Applied. Stop. Hold. Maintain Tension.

Insert keyed shafting through the bores and take a right turn for the better! INSERT-A-SHAFT® and GLIDE-RIGHT™ are performance oriented gearboxes that operate at lower temperatures. They’re interchangeable with, and vast improvements over, “float” or “slide” models made by others. All WCB gearboxes use heavy duty sealed ball bearings supporting thrust and radial loads. Helical, Spiral Bevel and Worm Gear types available with metric, washdown and stainless steel versions.

We cannot think of a better way to build a stronger relationship with you as one that starts with an idea. Our engineering and manufacturing teams have the education and experience by applying our product knowledge of actuators, brakes, gearboxes and door operators to your application. We design with the latest 3D CAD software to quickly get you concept drawings so we can continue the discussion and hone in on your desired result. Let W.C.Branham Inc. have a look at your application today!
FEATURED PRODUCTS

DURATRK™
RODLESS CYLINDERS

WORK HORSE

When automation systems need rodless cylinders, DURATRK™ cylinders are the solution.

DURATRK models set themselves apart from the competition with these key advantages:

- A high strength aluminum extruded body that reduces deflection and eliminates slot width expansion when pressurized.
- Tight seal and close tolerance construction, keeps the air in and environmental contaminants out for longer service life.
- Many guiding options available are capable of handling higher load moments and forces in all directions per bore size which keeps the footprint minimal.
- Choice of NPT or BSPP port sizes and porting locations.
- Integrated T-Slots for switch/sensor and accessory mounting.

OVLPRO™ cylinders have an oval piston bore at the heart of an extruded, high strength aluminum body. OVLPRO has a lower profile than NFPA or ISO round bore cylinders. When horizontal, it's compact in height. When vertical, it's narrow in width. OVLPRO simply fits into more spaces when flat or on its' side.

A solid build construction provides millions of worry free cycles.

Need optimal performance? Look to OVLPRO MX. It includes a higher performance composite rod bearing, stainless steel hard chrome plated rod and hardware.

VERSATILE

INSERT-A-SHAFT®
STAINLESS STEEL GEARBOXES

PROTECTION

You'll know when your application demands stainless steel right angle gearboxes which is why W.C. Branham offers the widest selection of models and sizes. Our corrosion resistant gearboxes are very rugged and used in wet, hostile and sterile operating environments. Inquire with us about your stainless steel gearbox needs.

“Perfection is not attainable but if we chase perfection, we can catch excellence.”
VINCE LOMBARDI
LET’S BEGIN. TODAY.

TRUST. In any new relationship it takes time to build.

W.C. Branham Inc. knows full well that our clients have choices. That is why communication with you is important at the onset. We begin by listening and asking relevant questions necessary to understanding your needs. By defining the problem together and making sure that you’re in agreement, we begin earning that trust. It’s the start of what we call, “SOLUTIONS IN MOTION.”

Our Solutions in Motion™ commitment takes your W.C. Branham experience full circle from pre-sale product selection or custom design, ordering, assembly, testing and on-time shipping to post-sale follow up. It is with your repeat business that we know have lived up to your expectations.
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